
 

 

MINUTES 
 

Forum Meeting 
Date: 7 February 2012 Time: 1905 Venue: VMR400 Training Room 

 
Attendance – as per signed register 
Minute Taker Scott Gregory 
New Members Steve Lerm – Red Crew 
Apologies from the floor As per the floor 
 

 Presentation – Jason McInnes – Water Police Liaison Officer 
 Firstly want to thank you for all the help you give.  Our job is very limited without you, and we rely heavily upon your 

support and cooperation. 
 QPS needs to be notified for any offshore job that comes in, and any marine incident, including all medivacs, and 

anything that is out of the ordinary that occur in smooth waters and offshore. There may have been drugs, alcohol, 
theft, etc involved, and so we need to know about it. 

 We realise it remains difficult to get hold of Water Police; our contactable hours remain 8-4 pm 7 days per week. We 
are trying to maintain a 2-10pm shift too however are undermanned, so that is not always consistent. 

 Please do not stop completing the job if it is necessary, however someone back at the Base here needs to be 
attempting and continuing to attempt to contact either Water Police or Police Coms Centre. We have provided Steve P 
the SOP of when to call. 

 Questions from the floor. 
 If QAS tasks VMR, you need to call QPS as they will not always advise us. 
 You can also try to call Triple 0 if you are waiting too long for Police Coms. 
 

 Presentations 
National Service Medals  Dave Macdonald 

 Terry Hunt 
 Glenn Norris 

Statements of Attainment 
 Trevor Belliss,  
 Patrick Benadie,  
 Ted Braggen,  
 Nathan Browne,  
 Troy Buckley,  
 Geoff Burrell,  
 Seddon Prest,  
 Rob Fisher,  
 Chris Hargreaves,  
 Craig Hundt,  
 Kelly Jones,  
 Bob Johns,  
 Susan Kienzle,  

 Scott King,  
 John Lang, 
 Natalie McCaughley,  
 Craig McCarthy,  
 Jayde Morris,  
 Alan March,  
 Craig Moore,  
 Katherine O’Shea,  
 Alissa Feisling,  
 Steve Richards,  
 Mike Rath,  
  

 Joanna Schon 
 Rex Scott,  
 Gordon Simmons,   
 Robert Sinclair,  
 Jules Snippett,  
 Allan Stanford,  
 Allan Spriggs,  
 Adam Watson,  
 Bruce Watson,  
 Toni Watson,  
 Craig Winter.  

Recruit • Mat Fiztpatrick, Gordon Simmons (White Crew)  
• Trevor Spriggs, Alan Male (Green Crew)  

Crew • Helen Stanfield 
 

3.0 Previous Minutes 
3.1 MOVED THAT the minutes of the Forum meeting of December 4, 2011 be accepted as a true and accurate 

record. 
 PROPOSED   Merv Handley   SECONDED   Dave Mac      MOTION CARRIED 
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4.0 – Yeah, it was funny because Paul Butler asked me the other day was I going to do history, and I 
said it was so last year.  It’s a try, an attempt at humour.  And I said to him, “No, I’m going to 
have stories.” But then he said, “How about something on the Clipper yachts?” And I thought, 
“Wow, events.  Events that we’ve been involved in our the years.”  And the list is impressive.  So 
you know how the Clipper yachts came here, the Clipper Around the World fleet.  And Leachy 
and Paul did a lot of work with taking the boats up to the marina precinct and bringing them back, 
and then the crews escorted them out in big seas down to Burleigh, the way that buoy.  Yeah.  
 
So that was a big job, a bit out of the ordinary job.  But we’ve done a lot of strange jobs over the 
year, where we’ve been stand-by vessels for offshore power boat races.  What did you say?  
Towing out – but it was interesting.  You know, and I’m thinking we used to go out and we were 
stand-by for the offshore power boat races and we’d get out there.  And in those days, we had a 
dive team, so a legitimate dive team.  We had places on the boat where we’d put dive bottoms 
and they’d get hooked in, and the person on board would be the diver.  And just think for a while 
how dangerous this thing is and, you know, how it is today.  This is why we don’t have a dive 
team today.  But then we would be on stand-by for the offshore power boat race.       
 
No one was briefed; no one was inducted; no one was told how to get a jibe out from an 
upturned vessel; but everyone signed us up and we went off and did it.  So the dive team would 
be here on stand-by and they’d get called out for body retrieval.  This was before the Water 
Police had a dive team or a dive team that was able to come down here; and the Water Police 
would ring us up and say, “Get your dive team and we’ll meet you in the canal.  A lady’s just 
drowned.” And they’d go down there and Bob Baker and Dave Clarkson and Milton, and Pete 
Smith, all of these sort of guys would be on call for the police, to do dive jobs.  And one very 
interesting one, which was a spectacular job in the history of our organisation, was when a car at 
high speed crashed on Chevron Island bridge, split in half, and ended up in the river in about five 
metres of the water.  The boat left here immediately, down there in about six minutes, at night, 
11 or 12 o’clock at night, the diver jumped in the water, down to the wreckage of the car, pulled 
the body out.  That’s the end of the story because the guy died.   
 
But when you look at that as a job, there’s no way we’d do that today. You know, today you’d 
have three persons; you’d have communications; you’d have all this stuff; and that’s why we 
don’t do it.  It’s like – you know it’s quite dangerous.  But it was interesting to recap on the 
amount of dive jobs we really used to do that we instigated by the police.  You know, we would 
be stand-by divers for the birdman rally at Fisherman’s Wharf.  We used to do such things as be 
first aid attendants at Tipplers every New Year’s Eve.  We would do first aid attendants at rock 
concerts on The Spit.  We would guide the boats in across the bar that finished the Pacific 1000 
from Cairns to the Gold Coast.   
 
But a lot of - the funniest ones we used to do was an event called Across the Broadwater.  And if 
you remember, I don’t know who used to put it on.  Was it the Lions Club or Apex, or someone 
put on Across the Broadwater, and it was two things.  It was a running race for them to see who 
ran to the Olympic Pool, and it was also a swim across the broadwater.  And we were the main 
beneficiary and we’d turn up, and they’d have millions of boat races and they’d have those 
carton boats that people had made all week and then they’d go racing in them.  But we’d have 
the Gold Coast milk van which used to be the sole fundraiser that we had.  It was supplied by 
Gold Coast Milk where Two Dogs worked at the time.  And it was manned normally by Julie and 
Eunice Elks, and we’d make our money along those lines. 
 
But they used to have a Miss Across the Broadwater quest, and girls would be nominated for 
Miss Across the Broadwater.  We’d go to the gala event which was held on a Thursday night, 
and we’d dress up in our orange going-out outfit with the white pants, and we didn’t hit the 
flannos that looked like 70s and 80s type of stuff.  But it was just interesting recapping the sort of 
jobs we’d done.  We’ve done Gold Coast Marathon. We were the official boat at Indy for a lot of 
years; and they’d have the planes offshore and our boats would have to be offshore while the 
planes were doing their stunts, and we’d do a lot of carrying of people to and from the track.  But 
very interesting to see the amount of work that we have done that’s got nothing to do with 
rescues and it’s just sort of jobs that we do that are interesting. 

Greg Turner 
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5.0 Crew Reports 
5.1 Green – Scott Gregory We did three crews.  We used 1,035 litres.  We made $200.  And we did no major jobs, 

except for 100 ft side tow into Grant Torrens Marina in 30 knots of wind. 
5.2 White – Dave Mac Four crews.  The first one, early December.  A whole lot of people transports from a 

couple of boats, two tows, a jump start, plenty of training, and a night run assessment 
for Dale Brink.   
The second one was Boxing Day holiday; five tows, plenty of training, and a bit of 
assisting vessels that were floating around in the Broadwater here during that storm.   
The third one:  nearly 24 hours logged on all the boats.  So it was 23 hours something 
worth of log.  10 tows, some weird ones:  Millionaires Row to Sanctuary Cove, not too 
bad; Broadbeach Waters to Ashmore, which is probably about two kilometres past 
Royal Pines; and 50 fathoms north-east of Pin to Jacobs Well.  We had Terry Hunt and 
thanks very much for his help.  A lot of training.  Fuel usage was excellent because we 
ran out of fuel.  They couldn’t top off the boat.  MR2 showed a usage of 5.02 litres an 
hour. 
And the last crew was very ordinary weather, one investigation in the seaway, and one 
retrieval of a pipe near Versace.  And that’s it.   

5.3 Red – Al Curtis We’ve had three crews.  In total, we done 10 jobs.  We’ve used 1,030 litres of fuel.  It 
was all pretty basic stuff ‘til the last crew when, if you haven’t heard, we towed a  
seapen from Hope Island to down here, and we got a bit pear-shaped and we ended 
up down the boonies out to sea.  I can’t tell you much more because their people are 
still talking to our people and it’s all hush-hush at the moment.  Received $600 for tow 
and $601 repair bill. 
Bruce Anderson, thank you, come in and give us a bit of a hand.  Lenny’s been in and 
also Steve Modra.  Thank you. 

5.4 Yellow – Merv Handley Same as everybody else, three crews.  Nothing much of note.  A total of 17 jobs.  
We’ve done 48 hours of boat time on those three crews.  We used 1,700 litres of fuel.  
And we got $165 in.  We’ve done really well.  We had a crew on 21 January which was 
probably one of the worst crews we’ve ever had.  It was wet and it was cold and it was 
really a terrible day, and we only had three tiny little jobs.  One of them was one of 
those kayak things from next door that couldn’t paddle against the tide, and Jason 
spent half an hour – no, it wasn’t from next door.  It was up near Crabb Island and it 
was a middle-aged lady who couldn’t get back to her boat on Sovereign Islands.  She 
pulled up at a house there.  Jason managed to get inside with the rest of the crew and 
they had a tour of the house, a tour of the mansion.  And I don’t know whether he’s 
been back or not but she was fairly happy with his service.   

5.5 Black – Glen Norris We’ve done four crews.  We’ve been fairly busy.  (??) morning we lost a prop.  But no, 
we’ve done nothing serious.  It’s all been tows.  That’s it.  

5.6 Blue Blue Crew have been much the same as all the others.  We’ve had nothing 
outstanding. We’ve had four crews, but we did the Christmas night/Boxing Day crew.  
We’ve had Trevor come in and help for a couple of them, and possibly some others.  I 
can’t think right now who’s been in.  Everything’s going well.  A lot of newies have 
come along so I’m happy with where the crew is at the moment.   

5.7 Callouts I’ll speak about call outs.  Callouts have been actually really busy ‘cause we didn’t 
have too much rain over that Christmas/New Year period.  So I’ve counted up all the 
callouts since our last Forum.  There’s actually been 67 jobs in that period which, if you 
think about, is a lot of jobs, basically over a two-month period.  So I need to say a big 
thank you to all the people who have helped us out on callouts through that period.  I 
think Merv will agree with me it’s been one of the hardest periods to find crew, and 
that’s one of the challenges we’ve got over the period going forward; is that we’re 
getting crew in.  Skippers for callouts is becoming extremely difficult.  So if anyone is 
available to help out with that, please let us know because we do need to get as much 
people on that callout roster as we can.  At the moment, we’ve got the same sort of 
little group of three or four who are doing nearly all the jobs and they’re probably 
getting a little bit burnt out.   
So I will make mention:  through that period, Glenn was down there nearly every day 
and did a lot of jobs.  Also Chris was here a lot which helped us.  Roy as always, here 
he is, somewhere here.  He’s always good, he can come in sometimes two or three 
times a day which I really appreciate.  And I will make special mention to Ted and also 
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5.0 Crew Reports 
Paul, who’s here somewhere as well.  Those guys spent nearly all day out in the 
pouring rain about three days ago – not three days ago – two or three weeks ago 
doing a long tow from Versace to Gold Coast City Marina and of a big boat, and then 
they picked up another two jobs after that.  So they left here at about 7.30 and didn’t 
get back ‘til 2.30 or 3 in the arvo, and it rained all day.  It was that Tuesday or 
Wednesday when it bucketed down.  So I was most appreciative of their efforts 
because it was – thank you very much.   
But please, let me know or let Merv know if you can help us out with callouts.  That’s 
right, Trev did a couple of jobs, Jason, Terry.  Terry and Steve, so we appreciate it all. 

 
6.0 Management Reports  
Item Brief Discussion Action/Outcome Officer 
6.1 TREASURER $71,000 January income 

$17,000 January expense 
Australia Day raffle $13,388 

Jo Schon 

6.2 SECRETARY Templates circulated for minutes at forum. 
$100,000 left in will for VMR Southport, so thanks to our 
beneficiary.   
Management meeting times now changed to first Monday of 
each month. 
VMR Southport property is not to be taken for personal use. 

Kate O’Shea 

6.3 VICE PRESIDENT Nil Alan Curtis 
6.4 SEARCH & RESCUE 

COORDINATOR 
I was going to speak about the Water Police but I think Jason’s 
done as good a job as I could do on that.  So we should be 
fairly clear on that.       
(ii) I’ve had a request from Jill Harris who does the 
statistics.  Can we all be a bit better at filling in the skippers’ 
logs?  He says there’s still lots of times when engine hours and 
different things aren’t filled in, and it makes it hard when he 
comes, at the end of the month, to compile the statistics that 
go to – I don’t know where they go, but they might go to the 
State which justifies our fundings.  So we really need that to be 
as accurate as possible. 
(iii) Marine Rescue 1.  As you know, we’ve obviously got 
new motors on it, and we’ve had some issues with the 
propellers.  We finally agreed, and Trevor and myself went out 
on the Wednesday as well to do some prop testing with the 
guys from Evinrude, and we’ve put some props on now which 
are slightly better than what we had, and they seem to be 
performing quite well.  Everyone who’s been out on it since 
they’ve been on seem to be fairly happy from what I’ve heard.  
I know we were happy with them on the day.  So hopefully that 
will solve the issues that we were having with cavitation and 
high fuel usage and all that sort of stuff.  So yeah, see how you 
go with it.  But I think it’s a pretty good set up for that boat now.         
(iv) On the topic of MR1, Dave Mac, a few months ago, at 
a skippers’ meeting, I put it out there to all the skippers, that 
the slow process is starting for replacement of Marine Rescue 
1.  We’re only in the planning or the idea stage at this stage.  
But I haven’t had much feedback from skippers when we 
asked them sort of what their views were on replacing it, what 
sort of boat.  So I’m opening it up to everyone now.  If you’ve 
got ideas on what you think would be a good replacement for 
Marine Rescue 1, then let me know and we’ll – because we’re 
probably still a couple of years off, but all these things take a 
lot of time.  You know, we’ve got to get funding; we’ve got to 
plan it, build it, and that.  So yeah if you have ideas, please let 
me know.   

Steve Pomas 
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6.0 Management Reports  
Item Brief Discussion Action/Outcome Officer 

(v) Skippers’ meeting.  We missed the skippers’ meeting 
in the last month, so I’ve actually scheduled a date for March 
21 for the next skippers’ meeting.  I think that will be a good 
time to meet.  It’s a Wednesday night; it’s a few weeks out from 
the Easter holidays; and it’s also about a month before the 
scheduled skippers’ crew for this year.  Okay.  So March 21 is 
the date at this stage.   
(vi) Skippers’ crew is Anzac Day, the public holiday.  I will 
email out an agenda probably this week actually for that and 
we’ll work on that over the next month.  So March 21.  Then 
skippers’ day is the Anzac Day public holiday.   
(vii) I just want to speak about non-essential jobs.  We’re 
getting a lot of calls during the week for non-essential tows 
where members and non-members and ringing us saying, 
“Can you tow our boat from our house to Southport Yacht Club 
or the Gold Coast Marina”, wherever it may be.  We do do 
these jobs, but even if the person is a member, we still seek 
reimbursement of costs for it.  Okay?  So if you’re talking to 
people, just because they’ve got an associate membership, it 
doesn’t mean that they can get that non-essential towing for 
nothing.  Okay?  There’s commercial operators out there who 
do the same thing and we can’t offer that service free when 
we’re going against private operators.  Okay?  So we do offer a 
reduced rate for our members, but there is still a charge 
involved.  So breakdown assists out on the water, if they’re at 
Tipplers and they want to come back, that’s all free.  That’s 
part of the membership.  But if they just want their boat moved 
from one location to another, and even if they are a member, 
we will seek reimbursement of costs.  Okay?  And that’s still at 
the $150 an hour.  If they are members, we’ll do it at $110 an 
hour.  So we’ll reduce the rate a little bit.  Okay.  So just bear 
that in mind if you get enquiries on weekends or if you’re on 
night radios; that’s how that system works.  And then take the 
job details and then phone up either Merv or myself, whoever’s 
on duty, and we’ll look after arranging it. 
 (viii) We did have an incident to which Al alluded to during 
his report from the towing of a seapen a few weeks ago.  
We’ve had some recommendations to come out of that.  So we 
had a self-review, we took them to management, and 
management endorsed them.  A couple of things to come out 
of it is:  we’ll only tow boats unless there’s consultation with the 
SRC.  Okay?  So if we’re doing boats, whether it be a 
breakdown or a non-essential job, if it’s a pontoon or an airdog 
or a seaplane or whatever, if it’s not a boat, then you need to 
contact myself or one of the SRC, whoever it is, and then that 
consultation process will decide whether we take on the job.  
Okay?  We sort of identified some of the problems with this job, 
that we didn’t have enough information.  And so we just have 
to ensure that we’ve got an extra check in place to make sure 
we get as much information as possible, and then we’ll make a 
decision as to whether we do the jobs or not.  Okay?  But we 
do make some money from these non-essential jobs, but we’ve 
got to make sure that we don’t have accidents that end up 
costing us money because it negates the profits.   
The other recommendation that we had was that we always 
think there should be a person responsible in attendance; so 
an owner.  So we’re not to tow boats where the owner is not 
coming with it.  Okay?  Now, in a pontoon situation, we want 
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6.0 Management Reports  
Item Brief Discussion Action/Outcome Officer 

the owner with us because it puts a little bit more responsibility 
back on the owner.   

 
(ix) SOP to be made for non-essential jobs. 
(x) no qualifications needed for DEFIB use.  
(xi) Ship board safety course.  Must do this course within 
six months of joining or no boat work.  
(xii) Steve away for a couple of weeks. 

6.5 COMMUNICATIONS 
CONTROLLER 

Speakers on MR2 still ongoing.    Chris Leech 

6.6 OPERATIONS 
CONTROLLER 

Boat show coming up, need help.  
Jetty soon to be under repair. 
MR2 steering problems being looked into. 
Responded to email from VMRAQ president. 
Flag pole to be replaced.   
  

Glenn Norris 

6.7 COMMITTEE MEMBER 1 Nil Troy Buckley 
6.8 COMMITTEE MEMBER 2 Nil John Lang 
6.9 PRESIDENT Australia Day raffle is drawn. 

Working on duty log to link with VMRAQ log.  
Email from VMRAQ president; carry on with normal activities at 
VMR Southport.  
Congratulations Tom Little for all his help. 
Need people to step up to take over these roles.  
Management had no idea of Glenn’s resignation from Southern 
Zone. 
Thanks to Glenn for all his efforts 

Steve Modra 

6.10 RADIO OPERATIONS 
CONTROLLER 

Make sure base is clean before you leave. 
Working on training with R/O. 

David Thomas 
 

 
7.0 General Business   
Item Who Brief Discussion 
7.1 Guy Tuesday night training roster is up.  
 John Stanfield V Sheet. 

Spoke on VMRAQ and Southern Zone. 
 Tom Little Has shifted to active retired – will have last raffle at The Grand Hotel this month. 
 Tony Hillier Australia Day raffle at shopping centre. 

56 shifts over three months. 
Requires assistance with filling these shifts. 

 Dave Mac – UTC 99% up to date with certificates now. 
All assignments and assessments to be put into new box in crew room upstairs. 

 Merv Handley Practical assessments must go through Dave Mac. 
Christmas Function this year – to be arranged by a crew – if you choose to arrange 
it, it won’t be held on your crew weekend. 

 
8.0 Lucky Door Prize – was won by ?   
 

Meeting Closed 2045 hours Next Meeting 1900 hrs Tuesday 6 March 2012  
Minutes Signed          Scott Gregory for Green Crew 
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MINUTES


		Forum Meeting



		Date:

		7 February 2012

		Time:

		1905

		Venue:

		VMR400 Training Room





		Attendance – as per signed register



		Minute Taker

		Scott Gregory



		New Members

		Steve Lerm – Red Crew



		Apologies from the floor

		As per the floor





		

		Presentation – Jason McInnes – Water Police Liaison Officer



		· Firstly want to thank you for all the help you give.  Our job is very limited without you, and we rely heavily upon your support and cooperation.


· QPS needs to be notified for any offshore job that comes in, and any marine incident, including all medivacs, and anything that is out of the ordinary that occur in smooth waters and offshore. There may have been drugs, alcohol, theft, etc involved, and so we need to know about it.


· We realise it remains difficult to get hold of Water Police; our contactable hours remain 8-4 pm 7 days per week. We are trying to maintain a 2-10pm shift too however are undermanned, so that is not always consistent.


· Please do not stop completing the job if it is necessary, however someone back at the Base here needs to be attempting and continuing to attempt to contact either Water Police or Police Coms Centre. We have provided Steve P the SOP of when to call.


· Questions from the floor.


· If QAS tasks VMR, you need to call QPS as they will not always advise us.


· You can also try to call Triple 0 if you are waiting too long for Police Coms.





		

		Presentations



		National Service Medals

		· Dave Macdonald


· Terry Hunt


· Glenn Norris



		Statements of Attainment


· Trevor Belliss, 


· Patrick Benadie, 


· Ted Braggen, 


· Nathan Browne, 


· Troy Buckley, 


· Geoff Burrell, 


· Seddon Prest, 


· Rob Fisher, 


· Chris Hargreaves, 


· Craig Hundt, 


· Kelly Jones, 


· Bob Johns, 


· Susan Kienzle, 

		· Scott King, 


· John Lang,


· Natalie McCaughley, 


· Craig McCarthy, 


· Jayde Morris, 


· Alan March, 


· Craig Moore, 


· Katherine O’Shea, 


· Alissa Feisling, 


· Steve Richards, 


· Mike Rath, 


· 

		· Joanna Schon

· Rex Scott, 


· Gordon Simmons,  


· Robert Sinclair, 


· Jules Snippett, 


· Allan Stanford, 


· Allan Spriggs, 


· Adam Watson, 


· Bruce Watson, 


· Toni Watson, 


· Craig Winter. 



		Recruit

		· Mat Fiztpatrick, Gordon Simmons (White Crew) 


· Trevor Spriggs, Alan Male (Green Crew) 



		Crew

		· Helen Stanfield





		3.0

		Previous Minutes



		3.1

		MOVED THAT the minutes of the Forum meeting of December 4, 2011 be accepted as a true and accurate record.



		

		PROPOSED   Merv Handley   SECONDED   Dave Mac      MOTION CARRIED



		4.0

		– Yeah, it was funny because Paul Butler asked me the other day was I going to do history, and I said it was so last year.  It’s a try, an attempt at humour.  And I said to him, “No, I’m going to have stories.” But then he said, “How about something on the Clipper yachts?” And I thought, “Wow, events.  Events that we’ve been involved in our the years.”  And the list is impressive.  So you know how the Clipper yachts came here, the Clipper Around the World fleet.  And Leachy and Paul did a lot of work with taking the boats up to the marina precinct and bringing them back, and then the crews escorted them out in big seas down to Burleigh, the way that buoy.  Yeah. 


So that was a big job, a bit out of the ordinary job.  But we’ve done a lot of strange jobs over the year, where we’ve been stand-by vessels for offshore power boat races.  What did you say?  Towing out – but it was interesting.  You know, and I’m thinking we used to go out and we were stand-by for the offshore power boat races and we’d get out there.  And in those days, we had a dive team, so a legitimate dive team.  We had places on the boat where we’d put dive bottoms and they’d get hooked in, and the person on board would be the diver.  And just think for a while how dangerous this thing is and, you know, how it is today.  This is why we don’t have a dive team today.  But then we would be on stand-by for the offshore power boat race.      


No one was briefed; no one was inducted; no one was told how to get a jibe out from an upturned vessel; but everyone signed us up and we went off and did it.  So the dive team would be here on stand-by and they’d get called out for body retrieval.  This was before the Water Police had a dive team or a dive team that was able to come down here; and the Water Police would ring us up and say, “Get your dive team and we’ll meet you in the canal.  A lady’s just drowned.” And they’d go down there and Bob Baker and Dave Clarkson and Milton, and Pete Smith, all of these sort of guys would be on call for the police, to do dive jobs.  And one very interesting one, which was a spectacular job in the history of our organisation, was when a car at high speed crashed on Chevron Island bridge, split in half, and ended up in the river in about five metres of the water.  The boat left here immediately, down there in about six minutes, at night, 11 or 12 o’clock at night, the diver jumped in the water, down to the wreckage of the car, pulled the body out.  That’s the end of the story because the guy died.  


But when you look at that as a job, there’s no way we’d do that today. You know, today you’d have three persons; you’d have communications; you’d have all this stuff; and that’s why we don’t do it.  It’s like – you know it’s quite dangerous.  But it was interesting to recap on the amount of dive jobs we really used to do that we instigated by the police.  You know, we would be stand-by divers for the birdman rally at Fisherman’s Wharf.  We used to do such things as be first aid attendants at Tipplers every New Year’s Eve.  We would do first aid attendants at rock concerts on The Spit.  We would guide the boats in across the bar that finished the Pacific 1000 from Cairns to the Gold Coast.  


But a lot of - the funniest ones we used to do was an event called Across the Broadwater.  And if you remember, I don’t know who used to put it on.  Was it the Lions Club or Apex, or someone put on Across the Broadwater, and it was two things.  It was a running race for them to see who ran to the Olympic Pool, and it was also a swim across the broadwater.  And we were the main beneficiary and we’d turn up, and they’d have millions of boat races and they’d have those carton boats that people had made all week and then they’d go racing in them.  But we’d have the Gold Coast milk van which used to be the sole fundraiser that we had.  It was supplied by Gold Coast Milk where Two Dogs worked at the time.  And it was manned normally by Julie and Eunice Elks, and we’d make our money along those lines.


But they used to have a Miss Across the Broadwater quest, and girls would be nominated for Miss Across the Broadwater.  We’d go to the gala event which was held on a Thursday night, and we’d dress up in our orange going-out outfit with the white pants, and we didn’t hit the flannos that looked like 70s and 80s type of stuff.  But it was just interesting recapping the sort of jobs we’d done.  We’ve done Gold Coast Marathon. We were the official boat at Indy for a lot of years; and they’d have the planes offshore and our boats would have to be offshore while the planes were doing their stunts, and we’d do a lot of carrying of people to and from the track.  But very interesting to see the amount of work that we have done that’s got nothing to do with rescues and it’s just sort of jobs that we do that are interesting.

		Greg Turner





		5.0

		Crew Reports



		5.1

		Green – Scott Gregory

		We did three crews.  We used 1,035 litres.  We made $200.  And we did no major jobs, except for 100 ft side tow into Grant Torrens Marina in 30 knots of wind.



		5.2

		White – Dave Mac

		Four crews.  The first one, early December.  A whole lot of people transports from a couple of boats, two tows, a jump start, plenty of training, and a night run assessment for Dale Brink.  


The second one was Boxing Day holiday; five tows, plenty of training, and a bit of assisting vessels that were floating around in the Broadwater here during that storm.  


The third one:  nearly 24 hours logged on all the boats.  So it was 23 hours something worth of log.  10 tows, some weird ones:  Millionaires Row to Sanctuary Cove, not too bad; Broadbeach Waters to Ashmore, which is probably about two kilometres past Royal Pines; and 50 fathoms north-east of Pin to Jacobs Well.  We had Terry Hunt and thanks very much for his help.  A lot of training.  Fuel usage was excellent because we ran out of fuel.  They couldn’t top off the boat.  MR2 showed a usage of 5.02 litres an hour.


And the last crew was very ordinary weather, one investigation in the seaway, and one retrieval of a pipe near Versace.  And that’s it.  



		5.3

		Red – Al Curtis

		We’ve had three crews.  In total, we done 10 jobs.  We’ve used 1,030 litres of fuel.  It was all pretty basic stuff ‘til the last crew when, if you haven’t heard, we towed a  seapen from Hope Island to down here, and we got a bit pear-shaped and we ended up down the boonies out to sea.  I can’t tell you much more because their people are still talking to our people and it’s all hush-hush at the moment.  Received $600 for tow and $601 repair bill.


Bruce Anderson, thank you, come in and give us a bit of a hand.  Lenny’s been in and also Steve Modra.  Thank you.



		5.4

		Yellow – Merv Handley

		Same as everybody else, three crews.  Nothing much of note.  A total of 17 jobs.  We’ve done 48 hours of boat time on those three crews.  We used 1,700 litres of fuel.  And we got $165 in.  We’ve done really well.  We had a crew on 21 January which was probably one of the worst crews we’ve ever had.  It was wet and it was cold and it was really a terrible day, and we only had three tiny little jobs.  One of them was one of those kayak things from next door that couldn’t paddle against the tide, and Jason spent half an hour – no, it wasn’t from next door.  It was up near Crabb Island and it was a middle-aged lady who couldn’t get back to her boat on Sovereign Islands.  She pulled up at a house there.  Jason managed to get inside with the rest of the crew and they had a tour of the house, a tour of the mansion.  And I don’t know whether he’s been back or not but she was fairly happy with his service.  



		5.5

		Black – Glen Norris

		We’ve done four crews.  We’ve been fairly busy.  (??) morning we lost a prop.  But no, we’ve done nothing serious.  It’s all been tows.  That’s it. 



		5.6

		Blue

		Blue Crew have been much the same as all the others.  We’ve had nothing outstanding. We’ve had four crews, but we did the Christmas night/Boxing Day crew.  We’ve had Trevor come in and help for a couple of them, and possibly some others.  I can’t think right now who’s been in.  Everything’s going well.  A lot of newies have come along so I’m happy with where the crew is at the moment.  



		5.7

		Callouts

		I’ll speak about call outs.  Callouts have been actually really busy ‘cause we didn’t have too much rain over that Christmas/New Year period.  So I’ve counted up all the callouts since our last Forum.  There’s actually been 67 jobs in that period which, if you think about, is a lot of jobs, basically over a two-month period.  So I need to say a big thank you to all the people who have helped us out on callouts through that period.  I think Merv will agree with me it’s been one of the hardest periods to find crew, and that’s one of the challenges we’ve got over the period going forward; is that we’re getting crew in.  Skippers for callouts is becoming extremely difficult.  So if anyone is available to help out with that, please let us know because we do need to get as much people on that callout roster as we can.  At the moment, we’ve got the same sort of little group of three or four who are doing nearly all the jobs and they’re probably getting a little bit burnt out.  


So I will make mention:  through that period, Glenn was down there nearly every day and did a lot of jobs.  Also Chris was here a lot which helped us.  Roy as always, here he is, somewhere here.  He’s always good, he can come in sometimes two or three times a day which I really appreciate.  And I will make special mention to Ted and also Paul, who’s here somewhere as well.  Those guys spent nearly all day out in the pouring rain about three days ago – not three days ago – two or three weeks ago doing a long tow from Versace to Gold Coast City Marina and of a big boat, and then they picked up another two jobs after that.  So they left here at about 7.30 and didn’t get back ‘til 2.30 or 3 in the arvo, and it rained all day.  It was that Tuesday or Wednesday when it bucketed down.  So I was most appreciative of their efforts because it was – thank you very much.  


But please, let me know or let Merv know if you can help us out with callouts.  That’s right, Trev did a couple of jobs, Jason, Terry.  Terry and Steve, so we appreciate it all.





		6.0

		Management Reports

		



		Item

		Brief Discussion

		Action/Outcome

		Officer



		6.1

		TREASURER

		$71,000 January income


$17,000 January expense


Australia Day raffle $13,388

		Jo Schon



		6.2

		SECRETARY

		Templates circulated for minutes at forum.


$100,000 left in will for VMR Southport, so thanks to our beneficiary. 



Management meeting times now changed to first Monday of each month.


VMR Southport property is not to be taken for personal use.

		Kate O’Shea



		6.3

		VICE PRESIDENT

		Nil

		Alan Curtis



		6.4

		SEARCH & RESCUE COORDINATOR

		I was going to speak about the Water Police but I think Jason’s done as good a job as I could do on that.  So we should be fairly clear on that.     



(ii)
I’ve had a request from Jill Harris who does the statistics.  Can we all be a bit better at filling in the skippers’ logs?  He says there’s still lots of times when engine hours and different things aren’t filled in, and it makes it hard when he comes, at the end of the month, to compile the statistics that go to – I don’t know where they go, but they might go to the State which justifies our fundings.  So we really need that to be as accurate as possible.


(iii)
Marine Rescue 1.  As you know, we’ve obviously got new motors on it, and we’ve had some issues with the propellers.  We finally agreed, and Trevor and myself went out on the Wednesday as well to do some prop testing with the guys from Evinrude, and we’ve put some props on now which are slightly better than what we had, and they seem to be performing quite well.  Everyone who’s been out on it since they’ve been on seem to be fairly happy from what I’ve heard.  I know we were happy with them on the day.  So hopefully that will solve the issues that we were having with cavitation and high fuel usage and all that sort of stuff.  So yeah, see how you go with it.  But I think it’s a pretty good set up for that boat now.        


(iv)
On the topic of MR1, Dave Mac, a few months ago, at a skippers’ meeting, I put it out there to all the skippers, that the slow process is starting for replacement of Marine Rescue 1.  We’re only in the planning or the idea stage at this stage.  But I haven’t had much feedback from skippers when we asked them sort of what their views were on replacing it, what sort of boat.  So I’m opening it up to everyone now.  If you’ve got ideas on what you think would be a good replacement for Marine Rescue 1, then let me know and we’ll – because we’re probably still a couple of years off, but all these things take a lot of time.  You know, we’ve got to get funding; we’ve got to plan it, build it, and that.  So yeah if you have ideas, please let me know.  


(v)
Skippers’ meeting.  We missed the skippers’ meeting in the last month, so I’ve actually scheduled a date for March 21 for the next skippers’ meeting.  I think that will be a good time to meet.  It’s a Wednesday night; it’s a few weeks out from the Easter holidays; and it’s also about a month before the scheduled skippers’ crew for this year.  Okay.  So March 21 is the date at this stage.  


(vi)
Skippers’ crew is Anzac Day, the public holiday.  I will email out an agenda probably this week actually for that and we’ll work on that over the next month.  So March 21.  Then skippers’ day is the Anzac Day public holiday.  


(vii)
I just want to speak about non-essential jobs.  We’re getting a lot of calls during the week for non-essential tows where members and non-members and ringing us saying, “Can you tow our boat from our house to Southport Yacht Club or the Gold Coast Marina”, wherever it may be.  We do do these jobs, but even if the person is a member, we still seek reimbursement of costs for it.  Okay?  So if you’re talking to people, just because they’ve got an associate membership, it doesn’t mean that they can get that non-essential towing for nothing.  Okay?  There’s commercial operators out there who do the same thing and we can’t offer that service free when we’re going against private operators.  Okay?  So we do offer a reduced rate for our members, but there is still a charge involved.  So breakdown assists out on the water, if they’re at Tipplers and they want to come back, that’s all free.  That’s part of the membership.  But if they just want their boat moved from one location to another, and even if they are a member, we will seek reimbursement of costs.  Okay?  And that’s still at the $150 an hour.  If they are members, we’ll do it at $110 an hour.  So we’ll reduce the rate a little bit.  Okay.  So just bear that in mind if you get enquiries on weekends or if you’re on night radios; that’s how that system works.  And then take the job details and then phone up either Merv or myself, whoever’s on duty, and we’ll look after arranging it.


 (viii)
We did have an incident to which Al alluded to during his report from the towing of a seapen a few weeks ago.  We’ve had some recommendations to come out of that.  So we had a self-review, we took them to management, and management endorsed them.  A couple of things to come out of it is:  we’ll only tow boats unless there’s consultation with the SRC.  Okay?  So if we’re doing boats, whether it be a breakdown or a non-essential job, if it’s a pontoon or an airdog or a seaplane or whatever, if it’s not a boat, then you need to contact myself or one of the SRC, whoever it is, and then that consultation process will decide whether we take on the job.  Okay?  We sort of identified some of the problems with this job, that we didn’t have enough information.  And so we just have to ensure that we’ve got an extra check in place to make sure we get as much information as possible, and then we’ll make a decision as to whether we do the jobs or not.  Okay?  But we do make some money from these non-essential jobs, but we’ve got to make sure that we don’t have accidents that end up costing us money because it negates the profits.  


The other recommendation that we had was that we always think there should be a person responsible in attendance; so an owner.  So we’re not to tow boats where the owner is not coming with it.  Okay?  Now, in a pontoon situation, we want the owner with us because it puts a little bit more responsibility back on the owner.  


(ix)
SOP to be made for non-essential jobs.


(x)
no qualifications needed for DEFIB use. 


(xi)
Ship board safety course.  Must do this course within six months of joining or no boat work. 


(xii)
Steve away for a couple of weeks.

		Steve Pomas



		6.5

		COMMUNICATIONS CONTROLLER

		Speakers on MR2 still ongoing.   

		Chris Leech



		6.6

		OPERATIONS CONTROLLER

		Boat show coming up, need help. 


Jetty soon to be under repair.


MR2 steering problems being looked into.


Responded to email from VMRAQ president.


Flag pole to be replaced.  


 

		Glenn Norris



		6.7

		COMMITTEE MEMBER 1

		Nil

		Troy Buckley



		6.8

		COMMITTEE MEMBER 2

		Nil

		John Lang



		6.9

		PRESIDENT

		Australia Day raffle is drawn.


Working on duty log to link with VMRAQ log. 


Email from VMRAQ president; carry on with normal activities at VMR Southport. 


Congratulations Tom Little for all his help.


Need people to step up to take over these roles. 


Management had no idea of Glenn’s resignation from Southern Zone.


Thanks to Glenn for all his efforts

		Steve Modra



		6.10

		RADIO OPERATIONS CONTROLLER

		Make sure base is clean before you leave.


Working on training with R/O.

		David Thomas








		7.0

		General Business

		

		



		Item

		Who

		Brief Discussion



		7.1

		Guy

		Tuesday night training roster is up. 



		

		John Stanfield

		V Sheet.


Spoke on VMRAQ and Southern Zone.



		

		Tom Little

		Has shifted to active retired – will have last raffle at The Grand Hotel this month.



		

		Tony Hillier

		Australia Day raffle at shopping centre.


56 shifts over three months.


Requires assistance with filling these shifts.



		

		Dave Mac – UTC

		99% up to date with certificates now.


All assignments and assessments to be put into new box in crew room upstairs.



		

		Merv Handley

		Practical assessments must go through Dave Mac.


Christmas Function this year – to be arranged by a crew – if you choose to arrange it, it won’t be held on your crew weekend.





		8.0

		Lucky Door Prize – was won by ?

		

		





		Meeting Closed 2045 hours

		Next Meeting 1900 hrs Tuesday 6 March 2012 



		Minutes Signed          Scott Gregory for Green Crew
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